Adoptions are included in the category of legal acts, the which resulted in the rightsand obligations of the parties. In the Burgelijk Weetboekand the compilation of Islamic law, are differences in theregulations about how the positions Adopted child to the adoptive parents. It is implicated in the process of inheritance. Adopted inheritance of the children in accordance with Islamic Law Compilationused was was borrowed, while the Burgelijk Wetboeek, inheritthe same Adopted children with legitimate children
of others into their own family and the relationship between the adopted child and the parents who raised only limited social connections only 4 .
In Indonesia, there are three legal system and regulate the issue of adoption which Justice theory postulates dignified departure from the system; working towards the goal, that is justice with dignity. 5 The third is the legal system of Islamic law, customary law and
Western law. For a while the discussion of customary law and Western law did not we mention here, but rather concentrated to Islamic law.
Islamic religion is basically not prohibit the practice of adoption, so far not affected and do not alter the relationship nasab or descent between the child and his biological parents, Practice adoptions will be prohibited when this has resulted in the release of the adopted child of a relationship nasab or descent between the child and his biological parents own and went in nasab relationship with his adoptive parents. Prohibition of adoption in the sense of actually making a biological child is based on the Word of Allah.
In Surah Al-Ahzab (33) verses 4 and 5.
He made your adopted sons as your birth child (myself). Such a dimulutmu are yours alone. 5. Call them (adopted children it) by (using) the name of their fathers; That is more equitable in the sight of God, and if you do not know their fathers, then (they call an as) your brothers in religion 6 . Adoption allowed Islamic law also has no effect in law of inheritance. Thus Islam does not make an adopted child as the cause of the heir-inherited rights between the adopted child with the adoptive parents 7 .
B. DISCUSSION
Adopted Children and Inheritance
a. Definition of adopted child Definition of adopted children in the language or etymology can be interpreted as follows: First, the adopted child in Adoption is also known as adoption comes from the English language is "adoptie" or "adopt". The sense in the Dutch language dictionary according to law is the removal of a child to be used as biological children. In line with the adopted child meaning, KHI (Compilation of Islamic Law) and then enter the legal effect of the adoption by Mu'thi Artho, namely 9 :
1) Switch maintenance responsibility of daily living, education expenses and so forth of the parents of origin to the adoptive parents. 2) Adoption not disconnect blood / nasab between the adopted child with his biological parents so that the mahram relationship remains valid and inherit each other. 3) Adoption does not cause blood relations / nasab between adopted children with adoptive parents.
Similarly, an elaboration of Article 171 KHI in letter h, which says that the adopted child is a child in the maintenance of everyday life, educational expenses and so shift of responsibility from the parents of origin to the adoptive parents based on the decision of the Court; if you see that sense, it means also that the adopted child here has become part of the family of the parents who raised it. As part of the family (kids), he is entitled to get the love and affection of parents like the others b. understanding inheritance
Inheritance is the rules on transfer ownership of the person who has died to his heir 10 . In other terms also called fara'idh inheritance, which means that certain parts that are divided according to the religion of Islam to all those who deserve it.
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Besides the notion of inheritance is also contained in Article 171 paragraph (a) KHI, which reads: "The law of inheritance is the law governing the transfer of ownership rights to inheritance (tirkah) heir, determine who has the right to be the heirs and how their share . "In the Islamic legal literature encountered some terms to name the Islamic inheritance law as faraid, Jurisprudence Mawaris and inheritance law. Differences in naming this happened due to differences in the direction of the main points made in the discussion. In addition to the second term, the word commonly used is faraid.
Some legal experts in Indonesia do not use the naming uniformly. For example, Wirjono Prodjodikoro, using the legal term legacy. Hazarin, using the term inheritance law 12 .
Discussion on inheritance law here simply drawn to the adopted children, as well as the above background, it is no more demand for the right of adopted children than just getting affectionate adoptive parents, as well as fulfilling all the obligations of children to parents. However, love can be realized even then not only morally, but also realized materially. As for the adopted children there needs to be an affirmation that in accordance with the provisions of Islamic law adopted children did not inherit his adoptive parents. However, the adopted child entitled to a share of the treasure adoptive parents through other procedures. Namely a way through was borrowed. As it has been disclosed in the agreement in the form of KHI that 13 : "Against the foster child who did not receive a testament given was borrowed as much as 1/3 of the estate adoptive parents."
Adopted Position Of Treasure Inheritance In Islamic Law
Islamic law or Sharia Islam is a universal Shari'ah, the Quran as a fundamental principal in Islamic law contains provisions which complete. This is the cover to all forms of human behavior that will emerge in the future akaan come. All behavior that can be measured with the norms and sizes guidance contained in the Quran. Thus any legal lines that will be created by humans can be measured according to the Quran.
There are three approaches to understanding Islam or Shari'a, ie with Nakli or traditional approach, the approach aqli or reasonable and Kashfi or mystical approach. The third approach has existed since the time of the prophet Muhammad, and on articles used by later scholars 14 .
Analysis of Inheritance Law Adopted According to Classical Scholars
Opinion adopted children according to the classical scholar does not get inheritance rights, because there is no blood relationship or marriage, but KHI signaled by giving was borrowed against adopted children. Which carry out the will according to Imam four madzhab, the original law sunnah based word yuridu (Arabic) in the hadith narrated by Imam Malik of An-Nafi as follows: "There is no right for a Muslim who has something (juridical) want diwasiatkannya which to spend the night two night, then it shall be written wills for him ". Priests four schools found intestate should sunna with reason, because there is no proposition that says the Prophet Muhammad and his companions do so. However testament to switch obligatory, permissible and forbidden even makruh depending on the goals and objectives.
a. Analysis of Inheritance Law Adopted By Organization

1) Muhammadiyah
Described in the Qur'an:
i. Allah has not made for a man two hearts in their sockets; has He made your wives whom you zhihar as a mother, has He made your adopted sons as your birth child (myself). Such a dimulutmu are yours alone. and Allah is telling the truth and He shows the (right). ii. Call them (adopted children it) by (using) the name of their fathers; That is more equitable in the sight of God, and if you do not know their fathers, then (they call an as) your brothers in religion and Your protector. and there is no sin for you in what you mistake him, but (which is sin) any willful heart. and Allah is Forgiving, Merciful.
The word Zhihar is a husband to his wife: Haram your back to me like the back of my mother or other words of similar meaning. is customary for the Arabs of Ignorance that when he spoke thus to His Wife So She was illegitimate for him forever. but after Islam came, then the Haram forever be abolished and the wives of the back lawful for him to pay kaffarat (fines). Maula is a slave who has been freed, or one that has been used as an adopted child, foster child as Salim Huzaifah, called 
Analysis of Inheritance Law Adopted By Author
Talk inheritance rights issues adopted children, there is no proof that allows for the inheritance rights of the adopted child, foster child but would that still be given on heritage treasures adoptive parents. Namely by way of giving him the will as has been disclosed in the books of Fiqh Mawaris 18 (Beni Ahmad Saebani, 2009: 346): will be directed to siapapunsesuai with the will of the intestate, even to the unborn baby was permissible. It is thus according to the authors there is no obstacle foster child may be given by way of a will, for the adopted child is meritorious who had cared for him even adoptive parents who had been running the family economy.
C. CONCLUSION
Adopted children should not be claimed and equated as biological children, resulting in the division of inheritance, adopted children who do not have a relationship nasab or blood relationship with his adoptive parents can not inherit each other. In other words, the adopted child does not inherit the estate left by his adoptive parents, and vice versa adoptive parents do not inherit the legacy of his adopted son. However, in Islamic Law Compilation position adopted children in the division of inheritance is mentioned as a recipient of a will; as mentioned in Article 209 paragraph (2): "Against the foster child who did not receive a testament given was borrowed as much as 1/3 treasure adoptive parents". On the basis of these provisions, then if two adopted children as mentioned in this question. 
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